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Abstract: The spatial distribution of rice fields in the Mazandaran province is most importance in 

understanding various crucial aspects such as food security, water usage, greenhouse gas emissions, 

and disease transmission. However, the lack of an accessible ground truth map in the region poses 

a challenge. To overcome this, we employed a pixel-based paddy rice mapping (PPPM) algorithm 

to generate an accurate ground truth map by identifying flooding signals. In this study, we pro-

posed a novel method using the Random Forest (RF) classification and time-series imagery from 

Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 within the Google Earth Engine system to effectively differentiate rice 

fields from other crop lands. The proposed method involved several steps. Firstly, we extracted 

various bands (such as blue, green, red, red edge 1/2/3, NIR, n-NIR) and essential indices (including 

NDVI, LSWI, DVI, RVI, WDRVI, SAVI, EVI, VARIGREEN, and GNDVI) from Sentinel-2 imagery. 

Next, we performed multi-collinearity analysis to select the optimal indices and bands, which in-

cluded NIR, Red Edge 3, NDVI, LSWI, VARI-green, DVI, and GNDVI. In the subsequent step, 

monthly composites of the optimal indices and bands were generated from March to August. The 

RF classification algorithm was then applied to classify the study area into six classes: water, crop 

land, urban, forest, outcrop, and range land. Finally, the Radar Vegetation Index was extracted from 

Sentinel-1 imagery to accurately separate the rice fields from the other crop lands. Our approach 

had impressive results, with a high accuracy and kappa coefficient of 99% and 98%, respectively, 

for rice fields. This information is crucial for policymakers and researchers, as it enables them to 

make informed decisions regarding food security, water usage, greenhouse gas emissions, and dis-

ease transmission in the Mazandaran province. Additionally, it provides valuable insights into the 

expansion of crop lands through agricultural irrigation. By utilizing machine learning techniques 

and satellite imagery, we can generate accurate and reliable information about cropland areas, fa-

cilitating the development of effective strategies for sustainable agriculture and food security. 
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1. Introduction 

Rice is the main food for over half of the world's population. The growth of rice fields 

depends on water and heat. The area and spatial distribution of rice fields are critical in 

terms of water usage, food security, and greenhouse gas emissions. Given the scarcity of 

water resources, understanding the monitoring of rice fields is essential [1,2].In recent 

years, remote sensing technologies such as optical and radar imagery (Sentinel-1/2, Land-

sat, MODIS, etc.) have played an important role in identifying rice fields as they expand 

[3]. 
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The extracted time series maps from optical satellite imagery (Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI), Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), Soil Adjusted Vegetation In-

dex (SAVI) and Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), etc.) can be used to differ-

entiate rice fields from other crops. The extracted phenology from these maps plays a cru-

cial role in monitoring crop growth stages [1]. By analyzing the changes in vegetation 

indices or backscattering values over a specific period, we can determine phenological 

parameters such as the beginning and end of the growing season and the highest value of 

the vegetation index. Rice fields are flooded before planting, and the vegetation index has 

low values. However, the vegetation index increases with crop growth. Therefore, the ex-

tracted indices from optical images aid in estimating phenological parameters [4]. 

Various methods have been introduced to identify rice fields using satellite imagery, 

including Phenology-Based methods, Machine-Learning methods, and Deep-Learning 

methods [2]. For example, Fathi et al, proposed using Fusion of In-Decoder CNN and Data 

Augmentation Techniques to identify rice fields using extracted maps of Land Surface 

Temperature (LST), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), and Land Surface 

Water Index (LSWI) from multi-temporal Landsat-8 imagery [2]. Peng et al, proposed us-

ing C-band multi-temporal Radarst-2 imagery to extract quad-polarized backscattering 

coefficients, Cloude-Pottier and Freeman-Durden decomposition parameters as random 

forest (RF) classification features to identify rice fields [5]. Fiorillo et al, integrated Senti-

nel-1/2 imagery to extract Normalized Difference Vegetation index (NDVI) and backscat-

tering values to identify rice fields using the Random Forest (RF) algorithm [6]. Waldini 

et al, employed a Phenology-Based approach using Sentinel-2 imagery to extract Normal-

ized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) 

to identify rice fields [7]. Fernando et al, proposed a Google Earth Engine (GEE) based 

multi-index random forest (RF) classification approach to map rice fields using Landsat 

imagery [8]. Zhai et al, used multi-sensor remote sensing data (Radarsat-2 and Sentinel-2 

imagery) and the Random Forest algorithm. The results of this research showed that the 

red-edge band and red-edge vegetation index are better than the NIR (near-infrared) band 

and NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) to map rice fields [9]. Liu et al, de-

veloped an algorithm based on feature optimization and random forest modeling, using 

35 common remote sensing features to construct 7 feature combinations using Sentinel-2 

imagery [10]. 

Identifying rice crops, like other agricultural crops, presents several challenges. One 

of the most common challenges is cloud cover in rice planting areas when using optical 

imagery. Additionally, it can be difficult to identify rice fields with an area smaller than 

the spatial resolution of the sensor used. Another challenge is identifying rice fields in 

sloping areas when using radar imagery due to the terrain's shape. Moreover, the accu-

racy of identifying rice fields from radar imagery is generally lower compared to optical 

imagery. Separating rice fields from rainfall crops can also be a challenge. Additionally, 

the spectral similarity of rice with other classes, rice with different species, and mixed 

pixels can make identification complex. Also, spectral bands are affected by radiometric 

distortions [11]. To overcome these challenges, a possible solution is to combine radar im-

agery with optical images that have high resolution. This approach can help improve the 

accuracy of identifying rice fields [2,3].  

In this study, our objective is to investigate the effectiveness of combining Sentinel-1 

and Sentinel-2 imagery to differentiate rice fields from other crop fields using the Random 

Forest classifier within the Google Earth Engine system in Mazandaran province, Iran. We 

extracted several features from Sentinel-2 imagery and utilized the Multi-Collinearity ma-

trix to identify the optimal features. Finally, we produced a 6-class map using the Random 

Forest classifier. Additionally, Radar Vegetation index (RVI) was extracted from Sentinel-

1 imagery to distinguish rice fields from other types of crop Land. Finally, our findings 

demonstrates the potential of combining Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 imagery to accurately 

identify rice fields in Mazandaran province, Iran. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Study Area 

The study was located in Mazandaran province, Iran, in 2022. This province pos-

sesses the necessary weather conditions and accessible water sources for rice cultivation. 

The Ministry of Agriculture provides the agricultural calendar to the public annually. Ac-

cording to the rice planting calendar specific to Mazandaran province, rice cultivation be-

gins in March, and the crop is harvested in mid-August. Figure 1 illustrates the study area. 

 

 

Figure 1. Study Area. 

2.2. Dataset 

This study used a variety of dataset to map rice fields, including Sentinel-1 SAR, and 

Sentinel-2. Due to the unavailability of a ground truth map in Mazandaran province, we 

utilized the proposed phenology-based approach by Dong et al [1]. This approach was 

corrected based on the rice cultivation calendar in Mazandaran province and was used to 

generate a ground truth map. 

2.3. Methodology 

We propose a novel method that utilizes Random Forest (RF) Classifier and time se-

ries Sentinel-1&2 imagery within the Google Earth Engine system to distinguish rice fields 

from other types of crop lands. Figure 2 depicts our proposed method. In the subsequent 

sections, we will provide a detailed description of our proposed approach. 

2.3.1. Feature Selection 

Sentinel-2 images were utilized to extract various spectral indices, such as NDVI, 

LSWI, DVI, RVI, WDRVI, SAVI, EVI, VARIGREEN, and GNDVI. These indices, along 

with spectral bands including blue, green, red, red edge 1/2/3, NIR, and n-NIR, were used 

as input for a Correlation-Based Multi-Collinearity Matrix to select the most suitable fea-

tures [12]. Optimal features were chosen based on having less than 10% correlation. Fi-

nally, monthly mosaics of optimal features were generated as input for the random forest 

classifier.  
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the proposed method. 

2.3.2. Random Forest Classifier 

Random Forest is a machine learning algorithm extensively employed for classifica-

tion and regression. It belongs to the ensemble learning category, which combines multi-

ple decision trees to generate predictions. In a Random Forest, a group of decision trees is 

created, with each tree constructed using a random subset of the training data and a ran-

dom subset of the available features. During the training process, each tree independently 

produces predictions, and the final prediction is determined by aggregating the results 

from all the trees [13]. We utilized the Random Forest algorithm to classify the study area 

into six distinct classes: water, crop land, urban, forest, outcrop, and range land. In the 

next step, we separated the rice fields from the remaining crop land by employing the 

extracted Radar Vegetation Index (RVI) from Sentinel-1 images. 

2.3.3. Generate Rice Field Map Using Radar Vegetation Index (RVI) 

After generating the classified map of the study area with six classes, we utilized the 

extracted Radar Vegetation Index (RVI) (Equation 1) from Sentinel-1 to distinguish rice 

fields from the crop land class. Initially, we generated monthly RVI mosaics. Subsequently, 

we calculated the successive differences of these monthly mosaics and composited them 

together to effectively separate rice fields from other crop land areas. 

RVI =
4𝜎VH

𝜎VV + 𝜎VH
 

(1) 

Where 𝜎VH and 𝜎VV represent the measured backscattering intensities [14]. 

3. Results  

To produce a classified map of our study area, we encountered the obstacle of not 

having a reliable ground truth map. To overcome this challenge, we utilized satellite im-

agery and relied on the interpretation of multiple samples to train the Random Forest (RF) 

classifier.  

Our first step was to establish sampling points for both training and testing purposes. 

These points were then utilized to train the RF algorithm. Figure 3 depicts the study area 

and the location of the sampling points for each class. We allocated 80% of the sampling 

points for training and 20% for test. 

Next, we extracted monthly mosaics of 9 spectral features and 8 spectral bands from 

Sentinel-2 images. To ensure optimal feature selection, we applied a Multi-Collinearity 

Matrix based on correlation. This resulted in the identification of seven features: NIR, Red 

Edge 3, NDVI, LSWI, VARI-green, DVI, and GNDVI. 
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Figure 3. Study area and sampling points. 

After the algorithm was trained using optimal features, and training samples, a clas-

sified map consisting of six classes - water, crop land, urban, forest, outcrop, and range 

land - was produced for the Mazandaran province. The classified map was validated by 

utilizing a confusion matrix and a sampling test. Table 1 shows the results of the confu-

sion-matrix. Figure 4 depicts classification map using RF algorithm. 
Table 1. The results of the confusion-matrix. 

Class Urban Water Forest Out crop Range land crop land 

Recall 75% 66% 100% 80% 100% 83% 

Precision 60% 100% 100% 88% 81% 91% 

Overall Accuracy 87% 

Kappa Coefficient 84% 

 

 
Figure 4. Generated classification map using RF algorithm. 

After classifying the study area into 6 classes, we proceeded to separate the rice fields 

from the remaining crop land. This was achieved by utilizing a generated composite from 

monthly Radar Vegetation Index mosaics. Our approach arrived impressive results with 

a high accuracy and kappa coefficient of 99% and 98%, respectively, for rice fields. Figure 

5 depicts the distribution of rice fields on the map.  

 
(a) 
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Figure 5. (a) Map of generated rice using proposed method, and (b) Ground truth map. 

 

4. Conclusion 

To overcome the challenge of insufficient ground truth data in Mazandaran province, 

a solution was proposed utilizing the Google Earth Engine system. We utilized Sentinel-

2 images and the Random Forest (RF) algorithm to classify the Mazandaran province into 

six distinct classes. The classified map has reached 87% overall accuracy and 84% kappa 

coefficient. Subsequently, Sentinel-1 images were employed to specifically identify rice 

fields from other crop land in classified map. Our approach arrived satisfactory overall 

accuracy (99%) and kappa coefficient (98%) values, indicating that the extracted Radar 

Vegetation Index (RVI) from Sentinel-1 images was effective in successfully separating 

rice planting areas from other crop land.  
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